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ON EXACT ORBIT SEQUENCES

BY

PHILIP R. HEATH AND KLAUS HEINER KAMPS

Introduction

This note unifies and generalizes the exact orbit sequences of [3], [4] and [5],
which have been used in connection with problems of localization in homotopy
theory.
Our approach lies between Hilton and Roitberg’s use of elementary calcula-

tion in each individual case, on the one hand, and Steiner’s relatively com-
plicated topological fibrations, on the other. Our middle line uses groupoid
theoretical arguments which are more conceptual than Hilton and Roitberg’s;
are simpler than Steiner’s; and have the advantage ofproviding generalizations
without extra cost.

In Section 1 we define the groupoid G M associated with a group G acting
on a set M. In Section 2, we derive, under a mild condition, the exact orbit
sequence (EOS) associated with a commutative diagram (2.1)ofgroup actions;
examples are given.

Finally Section 3 deals with the situation where a sequence of groups acts on
another sequence of groups. This situation is specialized to complete the
unification and generalizations mentioned above and initiated in Section 2.
We wish to acknowledge some helpful comments from the referee.

1. The groupoid G M

The following construction goes back to Ehresmann (see [2]).
Let G be a group, M a G-set, i.e. we are given an action G x M M of the

group G on the set M. We then have a groupoid G M with object,
Ob(GM)=M, morphisms (#,a):ag.a for gG, aM, and
composition

(g’, a’)(g, a)= (g’g, a),
where g, 6’ e G, a, a’ e M with a’= ga.
The set of components of G M, no(G M), is the orbit set M/G of M

under the action of G. For any a e M there is a canonical isomorphism

(G M){a} G(a), (g, a)--, g,
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of the object group of G M at a and the stability (isotropy) group G(a) of a
under the action of G, G(a)= {0 G lga a}. We note that if the action is
trivial then no(G 7< M)= M and (G M){a} G.

2. The exact orbit sequence

Throughout this section we assume that G and H are groups, M is a G-set, N
an H-set, fl" G ---} H a group homomorphism, x" M ---} N a fl-map, i.e. the
diagram

GxM

(2.1) ax 1
HxN

is commutative.
Define fl x’G MH N by

x: M--}N

and

on objects

( 7< x)(g, a)= (fl(g), x(a)) on morphisms.

x is a functor.

2.2. PROPOSITION.
oids (see [11, 2).

Iffl is an epimorphism, then fl 7 x is afibration oforoup-

Proof. Let a M, (h, xa): xa h. (xa) be a morphism ofH N. Since fl is
surjective, we can choose # 6 G with fl(g)= h. Then (0, a)" aga lifts
(h, tca).

Let a M. Define F x-X{a), K Ker ft.

2.3. PROPOSITION. (i) F is a K-set by restricting the G-action on M.
(ii) The fibre of fl 7< x over xa is K 7< F.

Proof. (i) If k K, a’ F, then x(ka’)= fl(k), x(a’)= 1" x(a)= x(a). Thus
ka’ F.

(ii) Let L denote the fibre of fl x over xa. Then Ob (L)= x-ix(a)= F.
The morphisms of L are those pairs, (#, a’), g G, a’ M, such that

(fl tc)(g, a’)= Ix(a).
This is equivalent to ((0), x(a’)) (1, x(a)) which means 0 K, a’ F. Thus

L=K xF.
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2.4. Remark. If is an epimorphism then by 2.3 we can say that the short
exact sequence of groups

K -- G -,H

acts on the exact sequence of pointed sets

x

FM--,N

with base points a F, a M, xa N, yielding

K T< F i G T< M H T< N.
The exact sequence of a fibration of groupoids [1, (4.2)] applied to the

fibration fl x and the object a M Ob (G M) now gives the following
result.

2.5. THEOREM. Let fl" G --, H be an epimorphism. Thenfor each a M there
is an exact orbit sequence of #roups and pointed sets

(EOS)

l K(a) G(a) n(xa) F/K M/G N/H

with base points orbr (a), orb (a), orbn (xa), where orb (a),for example, is the
G-orbit ofM containing a.
Moreover there is an operation of H(ra) on F/K, given by

h orbr (a’)= orbr (#" a’),
where a’ F, # G and h fl(#) H(ra), such that O(h) h orbr (a).

Further"
(a) If h, h’ n(xa), then O(h)= (h’) if and only if h-lh’ fl, G(a).
(b) Iff, f’ F/K, then j,(f) =j,(f’) if and only if there exists h n(xa)

such that f’ h f.

2.6. Remark. (i) If x is surjective, then so is x," M/G N/H and the exact
orbit sequence can be extended by 1 at the right-hand end.

(ii) By 2.5(a), (b) there is a bijection betweenj t(orb (a)) and the set of left
cosets n(xa)/#. G(a).

2.7. Examples. (1) Let

K--G ,H

be a short exact sequence of groups, M a G-set, a M. Apply 2.5 to the
constant map x: M 1. Then we get the exact sequence of [4, Theorem 2.1],

1 --, K(a) G(a) U --, M/K M/G 1,

under the weaker assumption that M is merely a G-set and not a G-group.
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(2) Let

K-- GH

be a short exact sequence of groups, a 6 K. Let each of the groups G, H, K act
on itself by conjugation. Apply 2.5 to x ft. Note that fl is a fl-map. Then we
obtain the exact sequence 1 of [5],

1 Cx(a) Co(a) H [K] [G] [H] 1,

where CG(a) denotes the centralizer of a in G and [G] is the set of conjugacy
classes of G.

3. The case of a sequence of groups acting on a sequence of groups

In this section let

K -- G -}H

be a short exact sequence of groups, M a G-group, N an H-group,, x" M N a
fl-homomorphism (i.e. x is a group homomorphism and a fl-map).
We assume from now on that

(3.1) K operates, trivially on M.

Then there is an induced operation of H onM given by h b 0 b where
h fl(#) and b e M.

Let a 6 M; then F x-ix(a) is the left coset aE of a with respect to
E Ker x. Theorem 2.5 gives us an exact sequence

#, 0 j,

(3.2) 1 K G(a) H(xa) aE M/G N/H.

The operation of H(xa) on aE is the restriction of the operation of H on M.
In (3.2) we replace by cO’ l- , j,. byj j, lo, where la: E aE is the

bijection l,(e)= ae. Then we have the following result.

3.3. THEOREM. There is an exact 6-term sequence
#, O’ j’,

(3.4) 1 K G(a) H(xa) E M/G -, N/H
with base points 1 E, orbG (a) 6 M/G, orbn (xa) N/H in which:

(i) fl, is induced by fl, x, is induced by x;
(ii) d’(x)= a- (x a) for x n(xa);
(iii) j’,(b)= orb6 (ab) for b E;
(iv) c"is a crossed homomorphism; that is

tY(xy) (,Yx)(x t’y) for x, y U(xa);
(v) If y, y’ E, then j’,(y) j’,(y’) if and only if there exists x H(xa) such

that y’ (tYx)(x y).
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Proofi Parts (i), (ii), (iii) are immediate from the definitions.
(v) Property (b)of 2.5 carries over toj and the operation o’ of n(xa) on E

given by

x o’ y l; l(xo (loy)) a-l(xo (ay)) a-(xo a)(xo y) (d’x)(xo y).
This proves (v).

(iv) (c3’x)(x d’y)= a-(xo a)(x (a-(yo a)))
a-(xo a)(xo a)-(xo (yo a))
a-((xy) a)= O’(xy).

3.5. Remark. Note that the following property (iv)’ which is an immediate
consequence of 2.5(a) can also be deduced from 3.3(iv).

(iv)’ If x, y H(ra), then B’(x)= B’(y) and only

3.6. Remark. Suppose the following condition holds"

(3.7) The action ofG on M restricts to an action ofG on E and this action is
trivial.

Then the induced action of H on M restricts to a trivial action of H on E. It
follows that c’ in (3.4) is a homomorphism and 3.3(v) takes the form"

(v)’ If y, y’ E, then j’.(y)=j(y’) if and only if y’y- d’n(xa).

Elementary algebraic arguments show that in this case there is an operation
of E on M/G, given by

y oorbG (c)=orbG(yc) foryeE, cM,

such that"

(vi) If , ’ M/G, then x. x. ’ if and only if there exists y E with
’=yo.

3.8. Examples. (1) Let M, N be G-groups, x" M --+ N a G-homomorphism
(i.e. l-homomorphism), a M. Apply Theorem 3.3 to 1; hence K 1,
and the element a- e M, and replace j’." E M/G by the composition

j I’

j’," E E M/G .., M/G

where and t’ are the bijections t(x)= x-, t’(orb (c)) orbz (c-). We thus
obtain the sequence

1 - G(a) G(r,a) E M/G N/G

(Theorem 2.5 of [4]). Note that G(a-) O(a) and G(xa-) G(xa).
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(2) As in 2.7(2)let

be a short exact sequence of groups and let G and H act on themselves by
conjugation. Let ), G and K be central in G; then (3.1) and (3.7) hold. We
apply Theorem 3.3 and Remark 3.6 to the situation r =/3 and obtain the exact
sequence 2 of [5]:

1 K ., C(y).. C(fly) K ---, [G] .., [HI 1.
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